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myrtle has decided that she s actually a very good cook in fact she feels she s such a good cook that she elects to hone her skills at a cooking school she persuades her reluctant
friend miles to join her convinced they both could use some inspiration in the kitchen this cooking school enrolls one rather loud mouth student who quickly makes everyone fed up this
unfortunate student fond of telling tales out of school learns that one man s meat is another man s poison myrtle and miles must use class act detecting skills to learn who s been
schooled in murder before someone else s goose gets cooked loose lips sink ships and result in murder when myrtle and her friend miles set out for adventure on the high sea they assume
most of the trip s excitement will result from shore excursions to charming alaskan villages they feel as if their ship has come in but when a fellow passenger disappears myrtle realizes
she must seize the helm and find the killer before more souls are lost this book goes from tell all to dead men tell no tales retired english teacher myrtle clover is frequently asked to
proofread for friends so she wasn t totally surprised when her friend pearl asked her to take a look at her memoir and polish it up but before myrtle could pull out her red pen pearl was
found murdered now myrtle and her senior sidekick miles must track down the memoir and the murderer before the killer makes any more final revisions murder steals the spotlight when
myrtle clover and her friend miles attend a play in their small town there s a full house on opening night it s clear to myrtle that one of the actresses is a stage hog who loves stealing
the spotlight nandina marshall certainly does upstage everyone when her murder forces an unexpected intermission can myrtle and miles discover who was behind her final curtain call
before murder makes an encore at greener pastures retirement home leisure time can prove perilous when psychic and hubcap retailer wanda alewine pays a late night visit to myrtle clover
she urges the octogenarian sleuth to head straight to greener pastures retirement home but wanda doesn t want myrtle to consider the home s dubious amenities she wants myrtle to
prevent a murder seen in a vision reluctant myrtle investigates with sidekick miles who seems a lot more interested in greener pastures than she is as the duo digs they uncover more than
just sudoku and scrabble they discover a sinister undercurrent with murder as its outcome sometimes taking a spin makes you crash and burn when a neighbor disappears myrtle and miles
shift gears and hit the road to search for him they discover their neighbor slightly off the beaten track murdered with a tire iron myrtle has no intention of letting the killer give them the
slip she and miles buckle up for a race against time to find the murderer before someone else hits a dead end when myrtle clover and her friend miles attend a play in their small town there s
a full house on opening night it s clear to myrtle that one of the actresses is a stage hog who loves stealing the spotlight nandina marshall certainly does upstage everyone when her
murder forces an unexpected intermission can myrtle and miles discover who was behind her final curtain call before murder makes an encore this is one book club meeting that doesn t go
by the book when octogenarian sleuth myrtle clover discovers naomi pelter s dead body during a book club meeting the other members seem shocked but myrtle can read between the lines
naomi had riled everyone up by flirting with other people s husbands arguing with neighbors and generally making a nuisance of herself murdering troublemakers is the oldest trick in the
book the book club members seem too sweet to be killers but myrtle knows better than to judge books by their covers myrtle s investigation into the murder will take a more novel
approach than her police chief son s by the book methods can myrtle and her widower sidekick uncover the killer before he writes them off for good you re invited to a deadly drop in
cosette whitlow is a society matron if tiny bradley north carolina has one she kindly volunteers for all the town s charities but isn t nearly as kind to her own family neighbors and
friends in fact cosette is emphatically disliked by much of the town including octogenarian myrtle clover and myrtle knows that dislike in bradley can quickly turn deadly no one seems
surprised when cosette s body is discovered during a party she s hosting she was struck on the head with a croquet mallet wanting to restore order to the small town myrtle resolves
to track down the killer before the killer strikes again an octogenarian discovers a suspicious death at a retirement home and uses her wits to find the killer against the wishes of her
police chief son when a progressive dinner turns murderous octogenarian sleuth myrtle clover investigates in this cozy mystery when myrtle s housekeeper is a murder suspect she swears
to myrtle that she s squeaky clean it s easy for fellow citizens to get on your nerves in sleepy southern towns like bradley north carolina particularly when one of the citizens is
something of a cheapskate amos subers isn t one to tip waiters pay back a loan or behave generously with family when it s discovered that penny pinching amos was actually quite
wealthy it hardly engenders goodwill in the small town in fact he s heartily disliked octogenarian sleuth myrtle clover s housekeeper is certainly no fan of his amos owes puddin money
for cleaning his house it s not too surprising when amos is later found murdered in his kitchen myrtle and her senior sidekick miles resolve to track down the killer when puddin becomes a
prime suspect and before the murderer strikes again who wants chips and dip when they can have dickens and twain to the residents of the sleepy town of bradley north carolina
hardworking jill caulfield seemed beyond reproach she volunteered at the women s shelter worked at the church preschool cleaned houses for extra money and actually enjoyed yard
work and she was nothing less than a saint to cheerfully put up with her unemployed skirt chasing boozer of a husband when intrepid octogenarian sleuth myrtle clover caught jill her
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new housekeeper peering into her medicine cabinet she should have been upset but discovering that jill wasn t such a squeaky clean goody goody made her vastly more interesting in myrtle
s eyes myrtle would have happily continued figuring out what made jill caulfield tick if jill hadn t foolishly gone and gotten herself murdered that is playing bunco may be fun but murder
proves a game changer octogenarian sleuth myrtle clover has never heard of the dice game bunco regardless she steps in as her daughter in law s sub and reluctantly puts her game face
on bunco turns out to be child s play but when a body is discovered myrtle realizes another game is afoot before long she s playing cat and mouse with the killer can she track down the
murderer before the game is up or with the killer playing hard to get will it end up being no dice when beauty box beautician tammy smith is discovered with a pair of hair shears in her back
there are suspects and secrets aplenty in her small southern town octogenarian myrtle clover bored by bingo and bridge is intrigued by the crime and her neighbors secrets but discovering
and blabbing secrets got tammy killed and myrtle soon learns her sleuthing isn t just dangerous it s deadly when octogenarian sleuth myrtle clover discovers naomi pelter s dead body
during a book club meeting the other members seem shocked but myrtle can read between the lines naomi had riled everyone up by flirting with other people s husbands arguing with neighbors
and generally making a nuisance of herself murdering troublemakers is the oldest trick in the book the book club members seem too sweet to be killers but myrtle knows better than to
judge books by their covers myrtle s investigation into the murder will take a more novel approach than her police chief son s by the book methods can myrtle and her widower sidekick
uncover the killer before he writes them off for good someone will be getting coal in his stocking it s beginning to look a lot like christmas in the small town of bradley north carolina
wreaths adorn doors halls are decked and welcoming candles cheerfully glow in windows adding to the christmas excitement there s also a lovely local wedding with many guests in
attendance to wish the couple well the wedding becomes a bit too exciting however when octogenarian sleuth myrtle discovers the bride s outspoken aunt has been mysteriously
murdered myrtle and her senior sidekick miles must find the killer before someone else won t be home for christmas no one in bradley nc is exactly crying into their sweet tea over the murder
of parke stockard upon discovering the corpse 80 year old retired schoolteacher myrtle clover is struck not by grief but an idea food for thought seasoning with these berries results
in a dash of murder it s been a quiet autumn so far in the small town of bradley north carolina or as myrtle would put it a boring one the slow pace and lingering post summer heat are
making life in bradley very slow paced indeed that all changes when a local resident is poisoned by what looks like a scrumptious pie the victim is a boorish man who has plenty of enemies
in bradley despite this suspicion falls heavily on myrtle and miles s friend a botanist who grows the deadly nightshade the man was poisoned with can myrtle and miles solve the case and
help their friend before the killer strikes again silence is golden unless you re permanently hushed up when lillian johnson was found dead one hot summer day no one in the town of bradley
north carolina was all that surprised lillian had always talked about the trials of her various health problems and was sure to share with everyone exactly how much she suffered
the townspeople were only slightly more surprised to discover that lillian had been murdered that s because lillian like most folks had a dark side and a fair number of people had
experienced this dark side myrtle clover octogenarian sleuth and intrepid reporter investigates lillian s death to discover precisely who hushed her up before someone else is permanently
silenced it s just an ordinary day for octogenarian sleuth myrtle clover until her yardman discovers a dead body planted in her backyard this death isn t cut and dried the victim was
bashed in the head with one of myrtle s garden gnomes myrtle s friend miles recognizes the body and identifies him as charles clayborne reluctantly admitting he s a cousin charles wasn t
the sort of relative you bragged about he was a garden variety sleaze which is very likely why he ended up murdered as myrtle starts digging up dirt to nip the killings in the bud someone
s focused on scaring her off the case myrtle vows to find the murderer before she s pushing up daisies herself the course of true love never did run smooth according to myrtle eloise
crane set her cap for miles long ago although miles is now dating eloise he doesn t seem overly enthusiastic about it myrtle figures he s simply given in after running out of plausible
excuses eloise drives myrtle batty so she s intent on avoiding her as much as possible this isn t easy since eloise is determined to join in whenever miles and myrtle are together when myrtle
spots eloise at a restaurant canoodling with a different gentleman she likes eloise even less and she decides that eloise has caused no end of problems when her other suitor is found dead
with miles a suspect myrtle must jump into gear to clear his name and find the killer before he strikes again diners can prove hazardous to your health although palmer baxter hasn t
lived in the small town of bradley long she s already become a force to be reckoned with she s joined all the clubs in town and has effected a takeover of many of them palmer is married
to a handsome banker is perfectly coiffed and outfitted and volunteers for groups that serve the needy needless to say palmer is extremely unpopular in her new hometown unpopularity
doesn t ordinarily equate to murder but it does in this instance when octogenarian sleuth myrtle and her senior sidekick miles venture out for an early breakfast at the local diner they
make the startling discovery of palmer s demise will myrtle and miles find the killer before disaster strikes again someone will be getting coal in his stocking it s beginning to look a lot
like christmas in the small town of bradley north carolina wreaths adorn doors halls are decked and candles cheerfully glow in windows adding to the christmas excitement there s
also a lovely local wedding with many guests to wish the couple well the wedding becomes a bit too exciting however when octogenarian sleuth myrtle discovers the bride s rather
outspoken aunt mysteriously murdered myrtle and her senior sidekick must find the killer before someone else doesn t make it home for christmas some beauty secrets are more dangerous
than others when beauty box beautician tammy smith is discovered with a pair of hair shears in her back there are suspects and secrets aplenty in her small southern town octogenarian
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myrtle clover bored by bingo and bridge is intrigued by the crime and her neighbors secrets but discovering and blabbing secrets got tammy killed and myrtle soon learns her sleuthing isn t
just dangerous it s deadly a boring book club meeting becomes more exciting than expected when myrtle clover discovers a body on the hostess s living room floor if you can t beat them
join them octogenarian myrtle clover is so annoyed by the infighting at tiny bradley north carolina s town council meetings that she decides on a radical course of action she ll run for
the open seat on the council after all she taught most of the elected officials she should be able to enact some order but order apparently isn t in the works this becomes clear when a
fellow candidate is found murdered myrtle and her senior sidekick miles must uncover the killer before someone else becomes a lame duck opening night at the local theater proves more
exciting than an octogenarian sleuth and her sidekick had expected there s some shady business at the garden club event spring has sprung in bradley north carolina and the town is
buzzing as the local garden club prepares for their annual festival of flowers octogenarian myrtle clover is eager to showcase her exhibit and even convinced her friends wanda and
miles to enter the competition but the festival takes a dark turn when myrtle stumbles on the body of one of the judges while sneaking a peek at the competition with the police struggling
to solve the crime myrtle takes matters into her own hands can she and her trusty sidekick solve the murder or will more victims get their lives uprooted playing bunco may be fun but
murder proves a game changer octogenarian sleuth myrtle clover has never heard of the dice game bunco regardless she steps in as her daughter in law s sub and reluctantly puts her
game face on bunco turns out to be child s play but when a body is discovered myrtle realizes another game is afoot before long she s playing cat and mouse with the killer can she track
down the murderer before the game is up or with the killer playing hard to get will it end up being no dice when a small town s society matron is murdered at her own party an
octogenarian is curious and investigates an octogenarian sleuth and her senior sidekick investigate murder on the high seas when a body is discovered at a cooking class an octogenarian
sleuth and her senior sidekick investigate no good deed goes unpunished the whitby library is a hive of activity the basement of the old building is under construction and there are smaller
projects on the main floor too the work is being done practically pro bono by cornelius a friends of the library member who s a local real estate investor and builder and now a
philanthropist then cornelius is found dead in an elevator shaft under mysterious circumstances the focus falls on his family after his will is read and the amount of his fortune is
realized can ann track down the killer before he strikes again where there s a will there s a way attics can be full of surprises who could have murdered darren powell he was a very
pleasant man fond of puttering around in his garden and playing chess he didn t seem at all the type of person who d find himself murdered in his own attic myrtle and her senior sidekick
miles step in to investigate the more they learn about darren the more interesting he becomes and now someone else might be in danger can they learn the killer s identity before he strikes
again bingo bridge and a dead body in the church sanctuary life in this small southern town just got ugly and exciting no one in bradley north carolina is exactly crying into their sweet
tea over the murder of parke stockard certainly not retired schoolteacher myrtle clover upon discovering the corpse myrtle is struck not with grief but a brilliant idea solving the
crime would prove to everyone especially her son red the police chief that this eighty something year old is not ready to be put out to pasture just yet the victim a pretty but pushy
town developer had deep pockets and few friends myrtle can t throw one of her gaudy garden gnomes without hitting a potential suspect even when another murder takes place proud
myrtle forges on armed only with a heavy cane a venomous tongue and a widower sidekick uncorking secrets one grape at a time myrtle clover had quite a fondness for getting things for
free so she was delighted when a former student and current winery owner invited her and a friend to a free tasting when myrtle and miles visited the charming serenity springs winery for a
relaxing afternoon of tastings she anticipated nothing more than sipping fine vintages and enjoying the picturesque vineyards but as any seasoned sleuth knows murder occurs in the most
unexpected places she and miles were savoring the various offerings and relaxing in front of the winery s large fireplace when they realized the guest dozing in the armchair nearest them
was not just napping he was out for good can myrtle and miles find the killer before more trouble ferments you never know what you ll find at yard sales myrtle s friend georgia finally
reached a breaking point with the knick knacks and collectibles in her cluttered home when book club hosted a collective yard sale to benefit the local library georgia decided the time
had come to pare down her possessions at long last most discouragingly one of her yard sale customers had the poor manners to be murdered on her property this alarming development
was witnessed by both myrtle and miles who d come by the yard sale to take a closer look at georgia s uncommon memorabilia upon investigation the victim seemed to have a fair number
of enemies in bradley but which one was responsible for his demise myrtle and miles must figure it out to clear georgia s name and before anyone else before anyone else gets a final bill of
sale myrtle has decided that she s actually a very good cook you never know what you ll find at yard sales myrtle s friend georgia finally reached a breaking point with the knick
knacks and collectibles in her cluttered home when book club hosted a collective yard sale to benefit the local library georgia decided the time had come to pare down her possessions
at long last most discouragingly one of her yard sale customers had the poor manners to be murdered on her property this alarming development was witnessed by both myrtle and miles
who d come by the yard sale to take a closer look at georgia s uncommon memorabilia upon investigation the victim seemed to have a fair number of enemies in bradley but which one was
responsible for his demise myrtle and miles must figure it out to clear georgia s name and before anyone else before anyone else gets a final bill of sale
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Cooking is Murder 2017-05-06

myrtle has decided that she s actually a very good cook in fact she feels she s such a good cook that she elects to hone her skills at a cooking school she persuades her reluctant
friend miles to join her convinced they both could use some inspiration in the kitchen this cooking school enrolls one rather loud mouth student who quickly makes everyone fed up this
unfortunate student fond of telling tales out of school learns that one man s meat is another man s poison myrtle and miles must use class act detecting skills to learn who s been
schooled in murder before someone else s goose gets cooked

Cruising for Murder 2016-08-11

loose lips sink ships and result in murder when myrtle and her friend miles set out for adventure on the high sea they assume most of the trip s excitement will result from shore
excursions to charming alaskan villages they feel as if their ship has come in but when a fellow passenger disappears myrtle realizes she must seize the helm and find the killer before more
souls are lost

Edit to Death 2019-04-02

this book goes from tell all to dead men tell no tales retired english teacher myrtle clover is frequently asked to proofread for friends so she wasn t totally surprised when her friend
pearl asked her to take a look at her memoir and polish it up but before myrtle could pull out her red pen pearl was found murdered now myrtle and her senior sidekick miles must track
down the memoir and the murderer before the killer makes any more final revisions

Murder on Opening Night 2015-11-27

murder steals the spotlight when myrtle clover and her friend miles attend a play in their small town there s a full house on opening night it s clear to myrtle that one of the actresses
is a stage hog who loves stealing the spotlight nandina marshall certainly does upstage everyone when her murder forces an unexpected intermission can myrtle and miles discover who
was behind her final curtain call before murder makes an encore

Death Pays a Visit 2014-09-08

at greener pastures retirement home leisure time can prove perilous when psychic and hubcap retailer wanda alewine pays a late night visit to myrtle clover she urges the octogenarian
sleuth to head straight to greener pastures retirement home but wanda doesn t want myrtle to consider the home s dubious amenities she wants myrtle to prevent a murder seen in a
vision reluctant myrtle investigates with sidekick miles who seems a lot more interested in greener pastures than she is as the duo digs they uncover more than just sudoku and scrabble
they discover a sinister undercurrent with murder as its outcome
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A Body in the Trunk 2018-01-09

sometimes taking a spin makes you crash and burn when a neighbor disappears myrtle and miles shift gears and hit the road to search for him they discover their neighbor slightly off the
beaten track murdered with a tire iron myrtle has no intention of letting the killer give them the slip she and miles buckle up for a race against time to find the murderer before someone else
hits a dead end

Murder on Opening Night 2015-12-19

when myrtle clover and her friend miles attend a play in their small town there s a full house on opening night it s clear to myrtle that one of the actresses is a stage hog who loves
stealing the spotlight nandina marshall certainly does upstage everyone when her murder forces an unexpected intermission can myrtle and miles discover who was behind her final curtain
call before murder makes an encore

A Body at Book Club 2014-03-30

this is one book club meeting that doesn t go by the book when octogenarian sleuth myrtle clover discovers naomi pelter s dead body during a book club meeting the other members seem
shocked but myrtle can read between the lines naomi had riled everyone up by flirting with other people s husbands arguing with neighbors and generally making a nuisance of herself
murdering troublemakers is the oldest trick in the book the book club members seem too sweet to be killers but myrtle knows better than to judge books by their covers myrtle s
investigation into the murder will take a more novel approach than her police chief son s by the book methods can myrtle and her widower sidekick uncover the killer before he writes them
off for good

Death at a Drop-In 2013-08-12

you re invited to a deadly drop in cosette whitlow is a society matron if tiny bradley north carolina has one she kindly volunteers for all the town s charities but isn t nearly as kind
to her own family neighbors and friends in fact cosette is emphatically disliked by much of the town including octogenarian myrtle clover and myrtle knows that dislike in bradley can
quickly turn deadly no one seems surprised when cosette s body is discovered during a party she s hosting she was struck on the head with a croquet mallet wanting to restore order
to the small town myrtle resolves to track down the killer before the killer strikes again

Death Pays a Visit 2017-06-02

an octogenarian discovers a suspicious death at a retirement home and uses her wits to find the killer against the wishes of her police chief son

Progressive Dinner Deadly 2017-06-02

when a progressive dinner turns murderous octogenarian sleuth myrtle clover investigates in this cozy mystery
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Cleaning is Murder 2018-08-04

when myrtle s housekeeper is a murder suspect she swears to myrtle that she s squeaky clean it s easy for fellow citizens to get on your nerves in sleepy southern towns like bradley
north carolina particularly when one of the citizens is something of a cheapskate amos subers isn t one to tip waiters pay back a loan or behave generously with family when it s
discovered that penny pinching amos was actually quite wealthy it hardly engenders goodwill in the small town in fact he s heartily disliked octogenarian sleuth myrtle clover s
housekeeper is certainly no fan of his amos owes puddin money for cleaning his house it s not too surprising when amos is later found murdered in his kitchen myrtle and her senior sidekick
miles resolve to track down the killer when puddin becomes a prime suspect and before the murderer strikes again

Progressive Dinner Deadly 2011-08-13

who wants chips and dip when they can have dickens and twain to the residents of the sleepy town of bradley north carolina hardworking jill caulfield seemed beyond reproach she
volunteered at the women s shelter worked at the church preschool cleaned houses for extra money and actually enjoyed yard work and she was nothing less than a saint to
cheerfully put up with her unemployed skirt chasing boozer of a husband when intrepid octogenarian sleuth myrtle clover caught jill her new housekeeper peering into her medicine cabinet
she should have been upset but discovering that jill wasn t such a squeaky clean goody goody made her vastly more interesting in myrtle s eyes myrtle would have happily continued
figuring out what made jill caulfield tick if jill hadn t foolishly gone and gotten herself murdered that is

A Body at Bunco 2015-04-01

playing bunco may be fun but murder proves a game changer octogenarian sleuth myrtle clover has never heard of the dice game bunco regardless she steps in as her daughter in law s sub
and reluctantly puts her game face on bunco turns out to be child s play but when a body is discovered myrtle realizes another game is afoot before long she s playing cat and mouse
with the killer can she track down the murderer before the game is up or with the killer playing hard to get will it end up being no dice

A Dyeing Shame 2016-09-29

when beauty box beautician tammy smith is discovered with a pair of hair shears in her back there are suspects and secrets aplenty in her small southern town octogenarian myrtle
clover bored by bingo and bridge is intrigued by the crime and her neighbors secrets but discovering and blabbing secrets got tammy killed and myrtle soon learns her sleuthing isn t just
dangerous it s deadly

A Body at the Book Club 2014

when octogenarian sleuth myrtle clover discovers naomi pelter s dead body during a book club meeting the other members seem shocked but myrtle can read between the lines naomi had
riled everyone up by flirting with other people s husbands arguing with neighbors and generally making a nuisance of herself murdering troublemakers is the oldest trick in the book the
book club members seem too sweet to be killers but myrtle knows better than to judge books by their covers myrtle s investigation into the murder will take a more novel approach than
her police chief son s by the book methods can myrtle and her widower sidekick uncover the killer before he writes them off for good
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A Myrtle Clover Christmas 2022-10-25

someone will be getting coal in his stocking it s beginning to look a lot like christmas in the small town of bradley north carolina wreaths adorn doors halls are decked and welcoming
candles cheerfully glow in windows adding to the christmas excitement there s also a lovely local wedding with many guests in attendance to wish the couple well the wedding becomes
a bit too exciting however when octogenarian sleuth myrtle discovers the bride s outspoken aunt has been mysteriously murdered myrtle and her senior sidekick miles must find the killer
before someone else won t be home for christmas

Pretty Is As Pretty Dies 2010-06-07

no one in bradley nc is exactly crying into their sweet tea over the murder of parke stockard upon discovering the corpse 80 year old retired schoolteacher myrtle clover is struck not
by grief but an idea

A Dash of Murder 2022-02-08

food for thought seasoning with these berries results in a dash of murder it s been a quiet autumn so far in the small town of bradley north carolina or as myrtle would put it a boring
one the slow pace and lingering post summer heat are making life in bradley very slow paced indeed that all changes when a local resident is poisoned by what looks like a scrumptious pie
the victim is a boorish man who has plenty of enemies in bradley despite this suspicion falls heavily on myrtle and miles s friend a botanist who grows the deadly nightshade the man was
poisoned with can myrtle and miles solve the case and help their friend before the killer strikes again

Hushed Up 2019-11-19

silence is golden unless you re permanently hushed up when lillian johnson was found dead one hot summer day no one in the town of bradley north carolina was all that surprised lillian
had always talked about the trials of her various health problems and was sure to share with everyone exactly how much she suffered the townspeople were only slightly more
surprised to discover that lillian had been murdered that s because lillian like most folks had a dark side and a fair number of people had experienced this dark side myrtle clover
octogenarian sleuth and intrepid reporter investigates lillian s death to discover precisely who hushed her up before someone else is permanently silenced

A Body in the Backyard 2012-10-27

it s just an ordinary day for octogenarian sleuth myrtle clover until her yardman discovers a dead body planted in her backyard this death isn t cut and dried the victim was bashed in
the head with one of myrtle s garden gnomes myrtle s friend miles recognizes the body and identifies him as charles clayborne reluctantly admitting he s a cousin charles wasn t the sort
of relative you bragged about he was a garden variety sleaze which is very likely why he ended up murdered as myrtle starts digging up dirt to nip the killings in the bud someone s
focused on scaring her off the case myrtle vows to find the murderer before she s pushing up daisies herself
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Death of a Suitor 2021-07-27

the course of true love never did run smooth according to myrtle eloise crane set her cap for miles long ago although miles is now dating eloise he doesn t seem overly enthusiastic
about it myrtle figures he s simply given in after running out of plausible excuses eloise drives myrtle batty so she s intent on avoiding her as much as possible this isn t easy since eloise
is determined to join in whenever miles and myrtle are together when myrtle spots eloise at a restaurant canoodling with a different gentleman she likes eloise even less and she decides
that eloise has caused no end of problems when her other suitor is found dead with miles a suspect myrtle must jump into gear to clear his name and find the killer before he strikes again

Death at a Diner 2022-07-15

diners can prove hazardous to your health although palmer baxter hasn t lived in the small town of bradley long she s already become a force to be reckoned with she s joined all the
clubs in town and has effected a takeover of many of them palmer is married to a handsome banker is perfectly coiffed and outfitted and volunteers for groups that serve the needy
needless to say palmer is extremely unpopular in her new hometown unpopularity doesn t ordinarily equate to murder but it does in this instance when octogenarian sleuth myrtle and
her senior sidekick miles venture out for an early breakfast at the local diner they make the startling discovery of palmer s demise will myrtle and miles find the killer before disaster
strikes again

A Myrtle Clover Christmas 2022-10-25

someone will be getting coal in his stocking it s beginning to look a lot like christmas in the small town of bradley north carolina wreaths adorn doors halls are decked and candles
cheerfully glow in windows adding to the christmas excitement there s also a lovely local wedding with many guests to wish the couple well the wedding becomes a bit too exciting
however when octogenarian sleuth myrtle discovers the bride s rather outspoken aunt mysteriously murdered myrtle and her senior sidekick must find the killer before someone else doesn
t make it home for christmas

A Dyeing Shame 2011-11-30

some beauty secrets are more dangerous than others when beauty box beautician tammy smith is discovered with a pair of hair shears in her back there are suspects and secrets aplenty in
her small southern town octogenarian myrtle clover bored by bingo and bridge is intrigued by the crime and her neighbors secrets but discovering and blabbing secrets got tammy killed
and myrtle soon learns her sleuthing isn t just dangerous it s deadly

A Body at Book Club 2017-06-02

a boring book club meeting becomes more exciting than expected when myrtle clover discovers a body on the hostess s living room floor
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Murder on the Ballot 2020-12-01

if you can t beat them join them octogenarian myrtle clover is so annoyed by the infighting at tiny bradley north carolina s town council meetings that she decides on a radical course
of action she ll run for the open seat on the council after all she taught most of the elected officials she should be able to enact some order but order apparently isn t in the works
this becomes clear when a fellow candidate is found murdered myrtle and her senior sidekick miles must uncover the killer before someone else becomes a lame duck

Murder on Opening Night 2017-06-02

opening night at the local theater proves more exciting than an octogenarian sleuth and her sidekick had expected

Doom and Bloom 2023-11-30

there s some shady business at the garden club event spring has sprung in bradley north carolina and the town is buzzing as the local garden club prepares for their annual festival of
flowers octogenarian myrtle clover is eager to showcase her exhibit and even convinced her friends wanda and miles to enter the competition but the festival takes a dark turn when
myrtle stumbles on the body of one of the judges while sneaking a peek at the competition with the police struggling to solve the crime myrtle takes matters into her own hands can she
and her trusty sidekick solve the murder or will more victims get their lives uprooted

A Body at Bunco 2015-04-01

playing bunco may be fun but murder proves a game changer octogenarian sleuth myrtle clover has never heard of the dice game bunco regardless she steps in as her daughter in law s sub
and reluctantly puts her game face on bunco turns out to be child s play but when a body is discovered myrtle realizes another game is afoot before long she s playing cat and mouse
with the killer can she track down the murderer before the game is up or with the killer playing hard to get will it end up being no dice

Death at a Drop-In 2017-06-02

when a small town s society matron is murdered at her own party an octogenarian is curious and investigates

Cruising for Murder 2017-06-02

an octogenarian sleuth and her senior sidekick investigate murder on the high seas

Cooking Is Murder 2017-06-02

when a body is discovered at a cooking class an octogenarian sleuth and her senior sidekick investigate
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Where There's a Will 2021-06-15

no good deed goes unpunished the whitby library is a hive of activity the basement of the old building is under construction and there are smaller projects on the main floor too the work
is being done practically pro bono by cornelius a friends of the library member who s a local real estate investor and builder and now a philanthropist then cornelius is found dead in an
elevator shaft under mysterious circumstances the focus falls on his family after his will is read and the amount of his fortune is realized can ann track down the killer before he strikes
again where there s a will there s a way

A Body in the Attic 2020-05-21

attics can be full of surprises who could have murdered darren powell he was a very pleasant man fond of puttering around in his garden and playing chess he didn t seem at all the type
of person who d find himself murdered in his own attic myrtle and her senior sidekick miles step in to investigate the more they learn about darren the more interesting he becomes and now
someone else might be in danger can they learn the killer s identity before he strikes again

Pretty is as Pretty Dies 2020-07-26

bingo bridge and a dead body in the church sanctuary life in this small southern town just got ugly and exciting no one in bradley north carolina is exactly crying into their sweet tea
over the murder of parke stockard certainly not retired schoolteacher myrtle clover upon discovering the corpse myrtle is struck not with grief but a brilliant idea solving the crime
would prove to everyone especially her son red the police chief that this eighty something year old is not ready to be put out to pasture just yet the victim a pretty but pushy town
developer had deep pockets and few friends myrtle can t throw one of her gaudy garden gnomes without hitting a potential suspect even when another murder takes place proud myrtle
forges on armed only with a heavy cane a venomous tongue and a widower sidekick

A Toast to Murder 2024-04-09

uncorking secrets one grape at a time myrtle clover had quite a fondness for getting things for free so she was delighted when a former student and current winery owner invited her and
a friend to a free tasting when myrtle and miles visited the charming serenity springs winery for a relaxing afternoon of tastings she anticipated nothing more than sipping fine vintages
and enjoying the picturesque vineyards but as any seasoned sleuth knows murder occurs in the most unexpected places she and miles were savoring the various offerings and relaxing in
front of the winery s large fireplace when they realized the guest dozing in the armchair nearest them was not just napping he was out for good can myrtle and miles find the killer before
more trouble ferments

Murder at a Yard Sale 2023-04-02

you never know what you ll find at yard sales myrtle s friend georgia finally reached a breaking point with the knick knacks and collectibles in her cluttered home when book club hosted
a collective yard sale to benefit the local library georgia decided the time had come to pare down her possessions at long last most discouragingly one of her yard sale customers had
the poor manners to be murdered on her property this alarming development was witnessed by both myrtle and miles who d come by the yard sale to take a closer look at georgia s
uncommon memorabilia upon investigation the victim seemed to have a fair number of enemies in bradley but which one was responsible for his demise myrtle and miles must figure it out to
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clear georgia s name and before anyone else before anyone else gets a final bill of sale

A Body in the Trunk 2017-12-15

myrtle has decided that she s actually a very good cook

Murder at a Yard Sale 2023-05-16

you never know what you ll find at yard sales myrtle s friend georgia finally reached a breaking point with the knick knacks and collectibles in her cluttered home when book club hosted
a collective yard sale to benefit the local library georgia decided the time had come to pare down her possessions at long last most discouragingly one of her yard sale customers had
the poor manners to be murdered on her property this alarming development was witnessed by both myrtle and miles who d come by the yard sale to take a closer look at georgia s
uncommon memorabilia upon investigation the victim seemed to have a fair number of enemies in bradley but which one was responsible for his demise myrtle and miles must figure it out to
clear georgia s name and before anyone else before anyone else gets a final bill of sale
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